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Rock pocket mice answer key

This card activity can be used to gain students' understanding of change over time in a population and its surroundings. To use this resource as part of this playlist, combine it with other resources in the playlist as follows: Students should read the introduction to the Student Document for this activity. Let students sort the
letters in the Illustrators document in the most logical chronological sequence. Show the film The Making of the Fittest: Natural Selection and Adaptation (resource 2 on this playlist) from 0:00–2:37. Students should answer question 2 of the Activity Developing an Explanation for Mouse Skin Color (Resource 3 on this
playlist). Use this issue as a pre-assessment of students' prior understanding of natural selection, and to identify misconception students may have about how populations change over time. Estimated time: Half a class period of 50 minutes. This film describes natural selection and adaptation in populations of rock-pocket
mice living in the Southwest American. To support learning that occurs in the activities of this playlist, show the film in segments as follows: Show 0:00–2:37 after students complete color variation activity over time in rock pocket mouse populations (resource 1 on this playlist). Displays 2:37 at the end after entering the
explanation table in the Activity Developing an Explanation for Mouse Skin Color (Resource 3 in this Playlist). Estimated time: 10 minutes for the movie only. In this activity, students collect and analyze evidence of each of the main conditions of evolution by natural selection to develop an explanation of how populations
change over time. To use this resource as part of this playlist: Students complete everything but question 2 of the Student Document. Make students complete question 2 as post-assessment. Estimated time: class periods of one and a half minutes. In this activity, students transcribe and translate portions of the rock
pocket Mc1r gene to explore the genetic variations responsible for the different colors of the mouse layer. Students should complete Student Activity 1 after finishing the rest of the playlist. Estimated time: A class period of 50 minutes. Shannan Muskopf November 6, 2016 This worksheet was modified from HHMI activity
on color variation in the rock pocket mouse. It has been simplified from the original activity so that it is for beginner biology students. Students look at charts showing light and dark mice in different substrates. (Cards can be printed and laminated for multiple uses.) Students collect data on the number of phenotypes of
mice in each location and develop a hypothesis on the order of the cards. Students also chart color differences at each location to show how dark variation increased over time in response to an environmental change. Students then see HHMI video on pocket mice and answer discussion questions. Throughout the
activity, students learn concepts such as aptitude, natural selection, mutation and phenotype. Grade level: 8-10 |  Time required: 45-60 minutes Download Google Doc HS-LS4-1 Communicate scientific information that common ancestry and biological evolution are supported by multiple lines of empirical evidence HS-
LS4-2 Build an explanation based on the evidence that the evolution process results mainly from four factors: (1) the potential of a species to increase in number, (2) the heredable genetic variation of individuals in a species due to mutation and sexual reproduction , (3) competition for limited resources, and (4) the
proliferation of those organisms that are better able to survive and reproduce in the environmental environment
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